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Generally, a protein molecule should form its native struc-
ture to perform its biological function in the living cell.
However, the failure of proper folding, i.e. misfolding, occurs
occasionally and this causes aggregation and/or degradation
of the protein, which is potentially linked to protein mis-
folding diseases, e.g. prion disease and Parkinson’s disease.1

Therefore, it is critical to understand the misfolding mech-
anism, as well as protein folding, in order to develop pre-
ventative procedures.

Among the numerous available proteins, horse heart cyto-
chrome c (Cyt c) is one of the most intensively studied model
system (Figure 1(a)).2 Cyt c has a fully unfolded structure
under a certain concentration of denaturant, and external
ligands such as carbon monoxide (CO) are easily bound to
the iron in the heme group. Many previous experiments have
been conducted in order to examine the folding mechanism
of Cyt c using the unfolded Cyt c bound with CO. An optical
pump pulse has been used to initiate folding by dissociating
CO from the heme group and its time-dependent processes
have been probed using various spectroscopic techniques.3-7

Although the existing studies have proposed the possible
kinetic models for the folding of Cyt c, a unified kinetic
model has not yet been established due to the complexities
that are caused by the misligation between histidine 26/33
(His26/33) and iron. This abnormal interplay disturbs the
binding of methionine 80 (Met80) to the iron and may lead
to misfolding.

In this study, we explore the effect of misligation on the
folding pathway of Cyt c using pump-probe (time-resolved)
X-ray solution scattering.8-10 We employ imidazole as an
inhibitor that blocks the misligation. Imidazole has a similar
structure to that of histidine (Figure 1(a)); due to this
structural similarity, imidazole can transiently bind to iron.11

This interaction can remove the complex ligand exchange
process of misligated residues such as histidine 26 or 33. It is
expected that the addition of imidazole at 50 times greater
content than that of Cyt c will suppress the misligation
between the His26/33 and heme through the transient bind-
ing of imidazole to the heme.

Figure 1(b) presents two sets of difference scattering curves
(i.e. with and without imidazole), ΔS(q, t), which are obtained
by subtracting the laser-off scattering curve (reference) mea-
sured at –5 μs from the laser-on scattering curve at various
positive time delays. (Refer to the Supporting Information
for further experimental details.) A quantitative kinetic analysis
of the difference scattering curves was implemented using
the singular value decomposition (SVD). (Refer to the Sup-
porting Information for further details.) From the SVD
analysis for each data set, the first two time-dependent com-
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Figure 1. (a) (Right) Native structure of horse heart cytochrome c

(PDB: 1HRC) and (left) the transient binding between the imidazole
and iron on the heme. (b) Time-resolved X-ray solution scattering
data for the folding of cytochrome c after dissociating CO from the
heme group. The red and black lines indicate the presence and absence
of imidazole (IM), respectively. (c) The first and second right
singular vectors scaled using singular values from the SVD. In order
to determine the time constants for each case, the components were
fitted simultaneously using the sum of the exponentials.
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ponents (right singular vectors; rSVs) weighted by their corre-
sponding singular values were simultaneously fit according
to the sum of exponentials in order to determine the apparent
time constants. This yielded 40 (± 4) μs, 2.3 (± 0.2) ms, and
37 (± 9) ms for the sample without imidazole, and 370 (± 230)
μs and 56 (± 41) ms for the sample with imidazole (Figure 1(c)).

Among the time constants determined for the case without
imidazole, the 40 μs time constant is the candidate for the
misligation between the His26/33 and heme. According to
previous time-resolved circular dichroism (TRCD) and tran-
sient absorption (TA) experiments,5,6 the time constant of
several tens of μs (50 μs) was determined through a kinetic
analysis and was assigned to the misligation process bet-
ween the His26/33 and heme. Hagen et al.3 also reported the
misligation process with a time constant of approximately
100 μs. Even though the value of the time constant related to
the misligation varies depending on the probing method and
experimental conditions, the previous results have demon-
strated the existence of misligation at several tens to hund-
reds of μs.3-6 The 40 μs kinetic component accompanies the
appearance of a negative signal in the small angle region
(< 0.15 Å−1). The negative signal that is already present at 10
μs becomes more pronounced as time progresses (Figure
1(b)). The negative signal that is associated with the time
constant of 40 μs in this study can be linked to the transient
binding between the His26/33 and heme.

In contrast, in the presence of imidazole, the difference
scattering curve at the early μs is quite flat for the entire q
range and forms a strong positive signal in the small angle
region (< 0.25 Å−1) as time passes from 10 μs to 100 ms
(Figure 1(b)). The absence of a strong negative signal in the
presence of imidazole indicates that the associated time
constant (370 μs) is unlikely due to misligation.

The positive signals at the small q values (< 0.25 Å−1) begin
to increase from early ms without imidazole and hundreds of
μs with imidazole. This positive feature, which was develop-
ed using time constants of 2.3 ms without imidazole and 370
μs with imidazole, can be assigned to the Cyt c folding dynamics
that accompanies the global conformational change of the
protein. Based on previous studies,3,4,7 the normal ligation
between the Met80 and heme has already formed at the early
ms, thereby the folded form (or native form) is the most
populated in the late ms through the contraction of global
protein structure. These considerations enable the suggestion
that the formation of the native form is accelerated when
imidazole is present. This finding is consistent with the rapid
mixing experiment12 combined with the fluorescence measure-
ment, the results of which suggested the faster formation of
the folded structure in the presence of imidazole. Although the
fluorescence quenching only reflects the local structural
change between the tryptophan 59 (Trp 59) and heme, and
the folding trigger differs to that used in this study (CO-
photolysis), the structural contraction of the unfolded form is
clearly promoted through the suppression of misligation.

The two time constants (2.3 ms and 37 ms) observed in the
absence of imidazole may correspond with the ligand repla-
cement from His26/33 to Met80 (which causes folding) and

the successive minor rearrangement to form the native struc-
ture, respectively. In the presence of imidazole, the complex
kinetics including the ligand exchange process was replaced
by a single component (56 ms). In the difference scattering
curve, an oscillatory feature (peak-to-valley shape) appears
around 10 ms in the middle angle region (0.1-0.4 Å−1) and
becomes prominent at 100 ms in both cases. The build-up of
this feature may be linked to the minor structural changes, e.g.

the rearrangement of the secondary structure or some residues,
rather than the major folding of global protein structure.

In summary, the time-resolved X-ray solution scattering
data provide evidence that the misligation between the His26/
33 and heme is suppressed with the addition of imidazole as
a misligation inhibitor. The suppression of misligation accele-
rates the formation of the folded structure in the Cyt c

folding. Compared with the previous experiment12 using the
fluorescence quenching method, which is only sensitive to
local structural change, the result in this study unravels the
effect of misligation on Cyt c folding with respect to the
global conformational change. Additional experiments with
mutants of Cyt c that are designed to block the misligation
and more detailed analyses should be conducted in order to
establish the global kinetic framework of the Cyt c folding.
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